Year 5 Homework - Spring Term 2

Please pick one activity below to complete each week, so by Tuesday 27th March you will have completed 5 of the activities of your choice. This
means 4 of the activities are not compulsory but may be completed if you wish.
Be creative with your work- you may stick a photo in, put a copy of some instructions you have followed, some writing about it or draw a picture.
Cross off the square when you have completed that piece of homework.

PSHE
Maths
Rule of Law:
Fraction word problems (see sheet provided).
Create an A4 fact sheet about Civil Law and OR
Criminal Law.
Statistics tables and charts (see sheet
provided).

Art/Design & Technology
Research a renaissance painter
and recreate a piece of their
work, include some information
about the artist.
OR
Design a 3 course meal based on Italian
dishes, explain why each course was included
in the meal. If you’re feeling creative, why
not make one of the dishes?

Science
Condensation crossword (see sheet provided).
OR
Design a quiz about properties of materials
for the class. Include questions on states of
matter and reversible/irreversible changes.

THIS ACTIVITY MUST BE CHOSEN

Spelling/Handwriting
English
Write a paragraph on any topic using as many
Write a detailed recipe for making a pizza homophones as possible (use the word mat).
(instructional writing).
OR
OR
Rewrite a poem in your best handwriting or
Try out Italian food (either at home or at a create your own poem about Easter.
restaurant) and write a review about it.
Remember to use a variety of sentence
structures and interesting vocabulary. Read
some food reviews to get an idea how to write
a food review.
Physical Education
Religious Education
Geography
Create your own game for four people using Create a PowerPoint presentation on what Create a fact file on Italy with
PE equipment we have in school.
Easter is, why it is important to Christians at least 10 facts.
and how they celebrate it.
OR
Research a famous Italian and create a
presentation about them.

Daily homework: Practise your times table challenge test. Also remember to read for 15 minutes a day.

